
WeChat 
Mini-programs



Is Tmall Global
the only option?
Short  answer  – no .  For
international  beauty
brands  looking to  se l l
direct  to  Chinese
consumers  there  i s  a  range
of  opt ions .  

The Chinese market is attractive to beauty brands the

world over, thanks both to the size of its increasingly

affluent consumer pool, and its high adoption of

eCommerce. Due to the diversity, apparent complexity

and sheer scale of China international brands may find

getting started in this market a daunting prospect. For

niche and new to market brands in particular, the initial

(and ongoing) investment needed to open a flagship

store on China’s largest Cross-Border eCommerce

platform, Tmall Global, can be a deterrent to launching in

China. For established brands already thriving on Tmall

Global, they might be ignoring lucrative opportunities

elsewhere on emerging social commerce channels.

While having a presence on Tmall Global can ultimately

generate massive sales, it is not the only option.   In the

early stages of expansion into China it is worth noting

that brands need to cultivate a degree of awareness in

the market to take full advantage of an owned flagship

store. For many niche brands jumping straight to opening

a flagship store will take considerable financial

investment and many years before delivering a return.

Thankfully there are cost-effective ways to enter the

Chinese market and build up your brand before taking

the step of launching a flagship Tmall store. One of these

options is to launch through social commerce channels -

including WeChat mini-programs.

Choosing the right one to grow your brand



An alternative way to enter the Chinese market and build brand awareness is selling

through a KOL-led WeChat mini-program. Tencent first launched mini-programs in 2017 and

since then a number of China’s top influencers have developed their own stores linked to

their official accounts where they share content about their lives and favourite brands with

followers. In the beauty and skincare sector some of the most renowned channels are iDS,

Tracey, Yitiao and Aroseisarose. Samarkand Global has a dedicated team with an

established network of KOL partners. This allows us to connect brands and KOLs with a

shared ethos and create the best China market entry strategy possible.

 

KOL-led WeChat Mini-programs
 
 

Key Sales Channel

To access their favourite KOL-led store on WeChat consumers

simply open the app, search for the KOL official account and click

on the mini-program name. The eCommerce store will open within

WeChat, and you can easily purchase whatever your favourite KOL

is recommending today.

KOL recommendations are trusted by their Chinese followers,

who are extremely loyal to their chosen influencers, to a stronger

degree even than the influencer consumer relationship we see on

Instagram in the West. Thanks to the loyalty each KOL cultivates

they are both industry tastemakers and key drivers of a huge

volume of beauty sales in China.

How do
WeChat mini

programs
work? 

 



Our Top            Beauty Mini-Programs
KOL Led



iDS
Yu Xiaoge  于⼩⼽

1M 30M
Followers USD  $

iDS BuyBuyBuy boasts 1
million followers

iDS annual revenue of more
than USD $30m

About 
Yu Xiaoge 于⼩⼽, also known as Hugo, is an ex-Editor in Chief of Harper’s Bazaar China and one of the

most influential women in the fields of beauty and eCommerce in China. Thanks to her knowledge of

overseas niche brands, Hugo has become a skincare and make-up guru.  In October 2017 she launched

her online boutique store - iDS BuyBuyBuy.

 

iDS BuyBuyBuy boasts 1 million followers, and an annual revenue of more than USD $30m. Hugo works

with many popular brands such as Evidens, Charlotte Tilbury, Temple Spa, Philip Kingsley, and MZ Skin.

Even an emerging brand can see instant results from a trusted KOL recommendation – with a good

product-channel-fit we have seen new brands  sell 1000+ units in the first 24 hours after launch.



Tracey’s Beauty Bar 
 

Tracey  Chang 常馨⽉

3M+ 2M
Followers RMB

Tracey has more than 3
million followers across

major social media sites in
China

 Tracey's WeChat mini
program sales exceeded 2
million RMB in the first day 

Tracey Chang is a very well-known Chinese-American beauty-blogger in China. She is a former beauty

queen (Miss New York), who worked on Wall Street, was a news reporter for Chinese state broadcaster

CCTV, and is now a full time beauty and lifestyle blogger and entrepreneur. She is interested in all things

beauty. Tracey began publishing beauty content on Weibo and YouTube, and when in April 2020 she

launched her own WeChat mini-program sales exceeded 2 million RMB in the first day. 

With more than 3 million followers across major social media sites in China, her customers are mainly

highly educated, high-income professional women, living overseas or in first tier cities. She has worked

with many of the world’s leading indie beauty brands, and is renowned for her recommendations of the

best products. 

About



Aroseisarose
Zhang Xiaohui  章⼩蕙

100K+ 1350
Reads Units

 Her articles on beauty,
fashion, and lifestyle

regularly receive over
100k+ reads

An initial post about one of
Samarkand’s brand partners
resulted in the sale of 1,350
units in one week through

this mini-program

About
Aroseisarose is the eCommerce store attached to the account of influencer Zhang Xiaohui,

also known as Teresa. Her articles on beauty, fashion, and lifestyle regularly receive over

100k+ reads, and her recommendations and endorsements are highly trusted by her fans. 

She works with skincare brands such as Ren, Eve Lom, MZ Skin and Ilapothecary. Through

our partnership with  Teresa an initial post about one of Samarkand’s brand partners

obtained 55,000 reads and the brand sold 1,350 units in one week through this mini-

program. 



Working with KOLs on their WeChat Mini-Programs can be a perfect platform for

both new-to-market and established brands. Leveraging an engaged and established

audience of beauty-fanatics to get products into the hands of new consumers is a

profitable route to building brand awareness and momentum in the market.  

Contact info@samarkand.global for more 


